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A shy force godward their live emanation crave
assistance or pieces xconcord [drowsing the niche].
Fossil: stringwharf: acute burst impart the banality
of shiver: liquid stenosis eye loomturn or fasting oute
[interventions bank] deep [bunching] shade.
Notably, the siglum has known its glug thinly crease
underboards, a manipulation we have learnt to call
by the given name tensura, by virtue of the
processual, and specifically withheld, nest: calm
glass & white ictus.
But that no frame keeping, troubled any capshut, a
mania of purge and fin, an amplitude insisting its
own qualification through which a charge [warp] is
justified, hurtled, and received.
Previously their symptom has been shown to quilt
the personalised body, to slur the auspex, and to
remodel the scuttle-, fuck-, and song-behaviours of
choice quadrupeds and birds.
But the eyeheld also good lure artefact about issued
thread to wield: excessive licking procedure:
silvering: a graft stun with basic recourse to milk or
similar coolant.
Such that donation is an externalised expression of
the interior repulsion of the fundamentally
aggressive device.
Their commitment should not be confused with:
xvaultthrown chant, xsignalling across human
surfaces, xbundled and swallowed, xvisiting aircraft,
or xthugging the spectrum of fur.
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For loot vaste this one shone claim: sympathetics
their professional addle [scoop] amount: grouper vie
varnishe fits.
Trouble high[pure]germ out passionate knuckles: an
urgent ceramic shrube [barter] [ensure] ingot of peal
in universal currencies.
All that muscle haloes loving within: the glass: do
elicit enough successful meat returning: for a lawn
dish phrasing bites [casing the mouth] evener
[flawlessly]: response: the screen really usher harm
-invites & -glows.
An embouchure skilled from their next base
concentrate: playback [that they resemble faithfully]
central drips [flue] to each morning stone:
corrections again newly cold sweats: plastic brim
[indulge] and weighte creeper.
Eternal mummifiers alleviate haster bowls of:
special adaptation: thankful vegetate grin sober
[rawing] exalt.
A modest homing conduct stiff kicks [hearty bean]
surrounder: their autopsy directive of keening jaw
that grief slick.
Elicit the organ for gladdening wax: better seize
domestic [tamer] fleshes most: spilling: yes the
headband or the calf teased.
Refreshment is also an adulteration the relief is
shown to: skulling briefly temple claimant & broader
skulle of issue: that are loosecap [animate] a wary
cell.
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Because the chant grown in capture went: rack clear
version [godly smooth chop ups] by slice pallet of
truly close weather: venerate lymph sending in some
ordinary fingernails: tape the confessions of wetware
via focused clay.
Screen curates [Obliging] stumper knote brackish
lets an earth of keep spillstack: flexion: bitter: fluid
conduct.
An advanced burial implies her profound skeletal
abuse: increasingly facial blather [a volatile barlock
laid strike]: smother directives only accelerate the
prattle of stones.
Heap surgery of kind drives and generous processing:
they nominate goldswell of constructed meat
opportunities [toward a dignity of meat [of the
meat’s quiet portals]] bodied: yet to arched by
whose own kit.
This immersion should be considered as responding
to seductive & aposematic sequencing upon the
device, whose demonstrations meal: great unease
and pregnant cascade for gushing the hood.
Their children prepared a mute venue [their angels
trounced cartilage and vertebrae happily] [their
water strode whitethick blain] [their moon
harnessed landform alliances however christ hanged
tenderly] [their foxes opened the giddy [sweet]
organ onto planting christ] [their morning pigeon
spoke salt in mild threads] [their industrial father
suffocated a shy pharaoh] [their industrial mother
gorged dumb grasses by day, and by night she picked
her teeth].
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Enfolk pulser godding in thrashe as to screens:
ordinary murmur enough groundswell.
Those certain jump canticles [outcreaturely]: stice
over bunk landing full [definite] breather, a personal
rinse dedicate heart foray just xlicks float [what
spiritualised].
A porte guile a: fatting a: sheer corpsey, in: godded
[each ought into], gulle: such: purchase & lure
gradients tap headband [a major arrest].
What induction prepares that is truly glad [The
appetite of the godhead details an utter strain] [My
increment hallucinates some new excelsior] [A
mechanism is feeling cold] [Come forth of the great
company] [Room unto myself little datum] [I will
throw horizons of you yet] [I know you and I know
your name and I know the names of the objects that
comfort you].
Who stump blue visions to occasion very blue crash
[very blue flowers]: round [gut] [freeze] from wild
(that is to say, undifferentiated) solum: our
covenant has: instant prehension & filtered speech:
a circulation of pulp variables indicate a simple
censure of their own loving tongue.
An interlanguage is torrified such blind capsule of
pure slide [divining the clench]: nice ribs & drown
out louse.
Terminal surfacing of concretion precept: let us
ready goddown toward thinning cashe [heallock] the:
quickened celle bade I centring to ever blindwire:
once.
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